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Abstract
Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI) is a genetic disorder of

presented as a homozygous case of OI. OI is usually

bone fragility. In most cases, genetic testing is not

diagnosed on a history of recurrent spontaneous

usually done either due to a lack of availability or

fractures and characteristic features like blue sclera,

unaffordability. In our study, we looked for a rare gene

short stature, and deformities of long bones or spine.

variant in a patient with Osteogenesis Imperfecta type 1.
Our patient who was a 6-month-old baby boy presented

Keywords: Osteogenesis; Mutation; Bone Disease;

to us with multiple bone fractures, blue sclera, umbilical

Genetic; Congenital Abnormalities; Deformities

hernia with the absence of dentinogenesis Imperfecta,
and hypercalcemia. A gene sequencing came out to be

1. Introduction

COL1A1 positive having a nucleotide change of glycine

Osteogenesis Imperfecta is a rare genetic disorder

acid mutation replaced by serine, which was a unique

described by Lobstein as Fragilatus Osseum which was

feature in a patient of OI, and as Glycine was critical for

later renamed as osteogenesis Imperfecta by Vrolik. Its

COL1A1 gene, its replacement leads to the patient

incidence is 1 in 10000-20000 births [1-3]. It manifests
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as

bone

fractures,

blue

sclera,

dentinogenesis
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paracetamol for pain relief. The patient was not

Imperfecta, hearing impairment, hyperlaxity of skin and

diagnosed

until

the

patient

developed

another

ligaments bone deformities and short stature. The

spontaneous fracture of the femur at 1 month of life,

clinical presentation varies depending on the type of OI,

after which further evaluation of the patient was done.

as it has been classified into eight subgroups. The most

The child was developmentally normal. Parents were

fatal one is type 2 which is perinatally lethal. Type 1 is

first cousins and their elder son was alive and healthy.

inherited in autosomal dominant form and present with

On examination, the patient had blue sclera and a bony

fractures and blue sclera as present in our case. The

deformity at the left leg. He was vitally stable and his

severity of the disease depends on the location of

length and weight were less than 5th percentile for the

mutation on a specific polypeptide chain and also on the

age. The laboratory findings were: Hemoglobin:

type of amino acid substitution. Medical treatment

11.4g/dL, the mean corpuscular volume of 70.7fL, Total

includes Bisphosphonate and antiresorptive agents but

leukocyte count: 15,400 cells per microlitre of blood

surgical intervention is required if medical therapy fails.

with lymphocytosis, Platelets of 6,96,000 per microlitre

There is no definitive cure for OI to date.

of blood.

2. Case Presentation

Serum calcium was in the upper limit of normal

Our patient is a six months old baby boy of Asian

whereas serum magnesium, 25 hydroxyl-vitamin D,

descent who presented to us with a history of recurrent

parathyroid hormone (PTH), alkaline phosphatase

fractures and lower limb deformity since birth and

(ALP) levels all were within normal limit. The

painful bony swelling at the right leg for 2 days. In birth

differential considerations included rickets, child abuse,

history, the patient was a booked case at a tertiary care

Ehler Danlos syndrome and Osteogenesis Imperfecta.

hospital, when at 28 weeks of gestation parents were

Patient's DEXA scan was performed which turned out to

informed that bowing of legs was noted in antenatal

be insignificant after which molecular and cytogenetic

ultrasound scan but no fracture or deformity of bone

testing was carried out which showed mutation of

was observed at that time. The baby was born at a

COL1A1 gene in homozygous state with replacement of

tertiary care hospital via vacuum-assisted vaginal

glycine by serine at codon 338 of COL1A1 protein

delivery and got fractures of the skull, right ulna, right

(Figure 3), which was not associated with most cases of

femur and left humerus (Figure 1, 2).

OI and patient was diagnosed as a case of Osteogenesis
Imperfecta on the basis of clinical presentation and

At that time doctors raised the suspicion of genetic bone

genetic testing.

disorder and fractures were managed conservatively
along with intravenous Pamidronate infusion, calcium,
and vitamin -D supplements in syrup form along with
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Figure 1: Showing fractures at radius, ulna, and femur (Arrows).

Figure 2: Showing fracture at humerus (Arrow).

Figure 3: Gene testing report.

3. Discussion

blue sclera, dentinogenesis Imperfecta (DI), hyperlaxity

Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI) is a genetic disorder

of ligaments and skin, hearing impairment, short stature,

comprising a heterogeneous group of diseases. It is a

and bone deformities are evident by the studies. It is a

pleiotropic disorder of bone fractures ranging from a

rare disorder, with an incidence rate of 1 in 10,000-

slight fracture to prenatal fracture. Also, the presence of

20,000 births [1]. Lobstein called it as “osteopsathyrosis
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of bone, these names are further replaced by brittle bone

mutations in type I pro-collagen genes and “syndromes

disease and fragile bone disease. Vrolik in 1845

resembling osteogenesis Imperfecta” other than the

renamed the disease Osteogenesis Imperfacta, as being

involvement of type I pro-collagen genes [7].

called in the literature [2, 3].
Several factors played an important role in determining
OI has a wide range of presentations of dentinogenesis

the severity of OI, which also includes amino acid

Imperfecta. Type II is autosomal recessive and is

substitution [8]. More than 90% of patients with OI

usually lethal in the newborn period with multiple

exhibit heterozygous mutations in collagen α-1(I) chain

congenital fractures, small deformed limbs, and severe

(COL1A1) or collagen α-2(I) chain (COL1A2), genes

lung disease. Type III and IV are the intermediate

encoding two types I pro-collagen α chains, pro-α1(I)

phenotypes with type III being the most severe non-

and pro-α2. Translated collagen α chains include N- and

lethal form which can be congenital or can cause

C-terminals and a core triple-helical domain of the Gly-

multiple fractures ultimately leading to severe bone

X-Y triplet repeat unit. The C-terminus is involved in

deformity. Type IV, is an intermediate phenotype of OI,

the reorganization and assembly of type I collagen. N-

but similar to type I. in 1979, Sillence, et al.[4]

terminal cleavage results in the formation of the α-1

classified the disorder into four different categories:

chain which is terminated by an N-telopeptide [9, 10].

Type I; dominantly inherited OI with blue sclera as was

All N-termini adhere to the surface of the fibrils

seen in our patient, type II; perinatally lethal, deforming

preventing further accretion and limiting fibril diameter.

OI with crumpled femora, type III; progressively

Genetics not only plays an important role in causing OI,

deforming OI with normal sclera and type IV;

but environmental factors can also act as a triggering

dominantly inherited OI with normal sclera. Type I is a

factor leading to the onset of OI, including smoking in

mild form with recurrent fractures and blue sclera,

the pregnant female as shown in the article, which was

which was further classified into two different sub-

not seen in our patient [11, 12]. COL1A1 and COL1A2

categories on the basis classified into sub-group A and

are ~18 kb and 38 kb long, respectively and are located

B based on the presence and absence of dentinogenesis

in 17q21.3-17q22, 7q21.3-7q22.3, respectively, both

Imperfecta.

with >50 exons in contrast to our subject which includes
only 16 the location of the mutation on a specific

In the last couple of decades, due to an advancement in

polypeptide chain, also a mutation in any particular

the field of histology and molecular biology Ward et al

exons.

classified it further into four more sub-groups from type
V to type VIII [5, 6]. Type V, moderate deforming with

In our study, our patient who was a 6-month-old baby

normal teeth along with the presence of blue sclera; type

boy, presented to us with multiple bone fractures, blue

VI, moderate disease with fish scale pattern of bone

sclera,

lamellation which was unique to this category along

dentinogenesis Imperfecta, and his blood calcium level

with normal sclera and teeth; type VII, which is

was done which came out to be 10.16 mg/dl, the upper

clinically similar to type II, with the exception that the

limit of normal laboratory range. A blood sample was

patients have a smaller head and normal sclera; and type

sent for gene sequencing which came out to be

VIII,

and

COL1A1 positive having a nucleotide change of

mineralization. Plotkin re-classified OI secondary to

c.1012G>A, and amino of p.Gly338Ser revealing that

patients

exhibit

defects
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the amino acid on 338 positions which was supposed to

treatments of OI [15]. Until then, palliative treatment

be glycine acid mutation was replaced by serine in our

remains the only option.

case, which was a unique thing to be found in the
patient of OI, and as Glycine was critical for COL1A1
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The goal of multimodality therapy is to attain a normal
quality of life for the patient [13]. The medical
treatment usually starts with oral and intravenous
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